Pedagogical Resources

Active Learning List- Assignment and Activities
1. Active Learning and Student Persistence
2. Active Learning For Organizational Development Students: The Masterpiece Project
3. Active Learning In The College Classroom
4. Active Learning That Works: What Students Think
5. Active Learning: Changed Attitudes and Improved Performance
6. Active-Learning Advocates and Lectures
7. Active-Learning Ideas for Large Classes: Simple to Complex
8. Activity Based Learning: An Effective Model For Business Schools
9. Assessment Strategies for the Flipped Classroom
10. Can You Flip an Online Class?
11. Classroom Activities For Active Learning
12. Concerns about Active Learning
13. Creating Active Learning In The Classroom: A Systematic Approach
14. Defining Active Learning
15. Expanding the Definition of a Flipped Learning Environment
16. Five Factors that Affect Online Student Motivation
17. Five Key Principles of Active Learning
18. From Passive Viewing to Active Learning: Simple Techniques for Applying Active Learning Strategies to Online Course Videos
19. Ideas for Active Online Learning
20. Ideas for Active Online Learning
21. Keeping Introverts in Mind in Your Active Learning Classroom
22. Looking for ‘Flippable’ Moments in Your Class
23. More Tips on Active Learning
24. Nine Strategies to Spark Adult Students’ Intrinsic Motivation
25. Peer-Led Team Learning
26. Peer-Led Team Learning Model Yields Impressive Results
27. Service Learning: Bringing The Business Classroom To Life
28. Strategies For Active Learning: An Alternative To Passive Learning
29. Team Learning In a Marketing Principles Course: Cooperative Structures That Facilitate Active Learning And Higher Level Thinking
30. Team-Based Learning: Strategies for Getting Started
31. The Benefits of Flipping Your Classroom
32. The Flipped Approach to Online Teaching and Learning
33. The Flipped Classroom: An Opportunity To Engage Millennial Students Through Active Learning
34. The Flipped Classroom: Tips for Integrating Moments of Reflection
35. The Meaning of Learner Empowerment
36. The Power of Active Learning
37. Understanding the Flipped Classroom: Part 1
38. Understanding the Flipped Classroom: Part 2
39. Using Active Learning Instructional Strategies to Create Excitement And Enhance Learning
40. Using Multiple Course Evaluations to Engage and Empower Your Students and Yourself
41. Using Role Play Simulations to Promote Active Learning
42. What’s an Empowered Student?

Effective Questioning
1. 10 Benefits of Getting Students to Participate in Classroom Discussions
2. Answering and Asking Questions
3. Are We Answering Too Many Questions?
4. Asking and Answering Questions
5. Asking and Answering Questions
6. Asking and Answering Questions
7. Asking More Effective Questions
8. Asking Questions to Improve Learning
9. Best Practice Strategies for Effective Use of Questions as a Teaching Tool
10. Better Questions are the Answer
11. Cultivating Curiosity in Our Students as a Catalyst for Learning
12. Daydreaming or Deep in Thought? Using Formative Assessment to Evaluate Student Participation
13. Discussion Board Assignments: Alternatives to the Question-and-Answer Format
14. Emphasis on Teaching
15. Encouraging Online Learner Participation
16. Encouraging Student Participation in Large Classes
17. Encouraging Student Participation: Why It Pays to Sweat the Small Stuff
18. Facilitating Teaching Excellence in Discipline-Specific Contexts
19. Found ways to help students answer their own questions
20. Getting Answer-Oriented Students to Focus on the Questions
21. Leading Active Discussions
22. Practical Ideas for Improving Student Participation
23. Prompts That Get Students to Analyze, Reflect, Relate, and Question
24. Questioning Skills to Engage Students
25. Questioning Strategies to Engage Students
26. Questions about All Those Questions Teachers Ask
27. Realizing the Potential of Good Questions
28. Reflections on Teaching: Learning from Our Stories
29. Six Ways to Get Your Online Students Participating in the Course
30. Strategies for Facilitating More Effective Classroom Discussions
31. Student Comments: Moving from Participation to Contribution
32. **Student Recommendations for Encouraging Participation**
33. **The Dreaded Discussion: Ten Ways to Start**
34. **Three Ways to Ask Better Questions in the Classroom**
35. **Tips for Encouraging Student Participation in Classroom Discussions**
36. **Using Discussion Questions Effectively**
37. **Using Think-Pair-Share in the College Classroom**

**General Academic Resource**
1. **Helping Online Students Connect with Business Leaders**

**Technology**
1. **Heighten Learning Through Digital Storytelling**